Cryo-electron tomography on synapse in primary neurons
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Synaptic transmission in neurons are multistep processes that are mediated by the fusion of
vesicles and regulated by synaptic proteins. Vesicles are loaded with neurotransmitter,
translocate to the plasma membrane, undergo tethering, docking and after several steps of
priming, docked vesicles become fusion-competent and fuse with the PM in response to calcium
influx. In neurons, the extraordinary temporal and spatial precision of neurotransmitter release
relies on exact and specific interactions between presynaptic proteins, at specialized sites of
presynaptic terminals called active zones (AZs). We culture primary neurons on EM golden
grids and apply plunge freezing and cryo-electron tomography to characterize the organization
of AZ proteins on different stages of vesicle docking in neurons, determine the role of specific
AZ proteins in forming the structural organization, morphology and function of AZs, obtain
their interactions with filaments, synaptic vesicles and plasma membranes and analyze the 3D
structure of AZ proteins in situ. The aim is deciphering the functional nano-architecture of AZ
in neuronal and neuroendocrine cells.

Figure 1: Slice and segmentation of tomogram shows SVs contact with PM in neuron synapse
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